There is not a 2014 release of Autodesk Quantity Takeoff software. Autodesk Navisworks Manage 2014 and
Autodesk Navisworks Simulate 2014 software include new rich quantification features built on the trusted Navisworks
platform. Customers with Autodesk Building Design Suite Ultimate 2014 on active Subscription can deploy Autodesk
Building Design Suite Ultimate 2013 as a Previous Version entitlement through Subscription, allowing access to Autodesk
Quantity Takeoff 2013.

Navisworks Manage and Navisworks Simulate are in the Autodesk Building Design Suite Premium and Ultimate editions,
respectively, and include new rich quantification features built on the trusted Navisworks platform.

The Navisworks platform is the starting point for aggregated model-based workflows, and a natural place for us to focus
on building an integrated set of quantification, coordination, planning, and project review tools. This strategy provides a
strong platform to help address our customers’ demands for 5D workflows.

In both Navisworks Manage and Navisworks Simulate 2014 releases you can bring quantities from an aggregated model
into a project. You can also mine quantities from model properties and create placeholders for non-modeled items.
In addition, you can tie quantification data to model objects without properties. This ability to go from high-level detailed
models to virtually no details and still allow for more accurate quantity takeoff supports the entire project team, from
design to field execution.
The Navisworks quantification feature functionality includes:
Item and resource catalogs

Import or create item and resource catalogs

Associate items with resources

Use formulas in catalogs

Export catalogs
Model takeoff

Automated takeoff from object parameters

Manual takeoff for modeled objects

Virtual takeoff for non-modeled objects
Workbook

Quantification reporting

Export to Microsoft Excel spreadsheet software
Change Analysis

Navisworks Manage and Navisworks Simulate 2014 releases include quantification features built from the ground up,
based on intensive customer and user feedback and the experience gained with the Quantity Takeoff product. These
features enable more customers to bring quantities from an aggregated 3D model into a project. The Navisworks products
currently do not support 2D takeoff. We recognize that 2D takeoff is still a very important part of a number of our
customers’ estimating practices and therefore we continue to support Quantity Takeoff 2013 as a stand-alone product.

Yes, Quantity Takeoff 2013 is currently on the pricelist.

Navisworks offers a comprehensive API that supports integration with third-party software applications.

Yes. Quantity Takeoff 2013 works with the 2014 versions of Autodesk design products such as Autodesk AutoCAD ,
Autodesk Revit Architecture, and Autodesk AutoCAD Civil 3D software.

Autodesk does offer product support to customers with an active Subscription contract otherwise you may seek support
through free forums and your Autodesk reseller.

Yes, customers with Autodesk Building Design Suite Ultimate 2014 on active Subscription can deploy Autodesk Building
Design Suite Ultimate 2013 as a Previous Version entitlement through Subscription, allowing access to Quantity Takeoff
2013.

Customers with Quantity Takeoff 2013 on active Subscription can continue receiving certain benefits for as long as their
Subscription term is active, including technical support and home use.

